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ABSTRACT

Rare renal diseases (RRD) are an important category of rare disease (RD) as they can do great damage to the patients, families and society. The patient may undergo years even decades of numerous investigations including invasive procedures and yet not have definitive and precise diagnose and therefore, no opportunity for appropriate treatment. The great progress in molecular genetic techniques characterized many Mendelian diseases on molecular level. This gave the possibility for appropriate prevention and treatment interventions, genetic counseling and prenatal diagnosis. Herein, we summarize the current status of RRD in Macedonia. The research interest of Macedonian clinicians and scientists is focused on the genetics of congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT), steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome, nephrolithiasis and nephrocalcinosis, cystic diseases and ciliopathies with collaborations with eminent laboratories in Unites States and Europe. This collaboration resulted in detection of new genes and pathophysiological pathways published in The New England Journal of Medicine and in other high impact journals. Macedonian health professionals have knowledge and equipment for diagnosis of RRD. Unfortunately the lack of finances is great obstacle for early and appropriate diagnosis. Participation in the international registries, studies and trials should be encouraged. This would result in significant benefit for the patients, health professionals and science.
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INTRODUCTION

The definition of rare disease varies: it is less than 1/2000 in Europe, 1/1250 in USA, 1/2000 in Japan and 1/500,000 cases in China. It is estimated that 30 million people suffer from rare disease in Europe and 20 million in US [1,2]. The term orphan disease is also used for rare diseases to illustrate the challenges related to their diagnosis, comprehensive and often multidisciplinary management and insufficient and extremely expensive drug therapy which do not attract the pharmaceutical industry for its development and production. The majority of patients have genetic origin of the RD, although some infectious, allergic, malignant, autoimmune and degenerative diseases may meet the criteria for RD. There is an ethnic variation of the RDs, too. The Finish type of the congenital
nephrotic syndrome is relatively common among Finish population (1/8200). In the South-Eastern Europe, cystinuria is more prevalent among the Roma population and is characterized with typical mutation in the SLC3A1 [3]. Hereditary renal hypouricemia is prevalent in the Japanese population, although cases of this disease have been recently reported in the Caucasian population including patients from Macedonia [4]. Interestingly, cystinosis, which is the most common cause of Fancony syndrome, has not been diagnosed in Macedonia in the last 30 years [5, 6].

Rare renal diseases represent an important category of RDs since they inflict significant burden on the patients, families and society. The patient may undergo years even decades of numerous investigations including invasive procedures and still not have definitive and precise diagnosis and therefore inappropriate treatment. The term diagnostic Odyssey is used in the literature, but having in mind their suffering due to invasive diagnostic procedures and inappropriate and ineffective treatments we would like to introduce another term “diagnostic and therapeutic Golgotha”.

THE COMPLEX CHARACTER OF RARE RENAL DISEASES

Rare renal diseases often progress to end stage kidney disease with the need for renal replacement therapy (dialysis and transplantation). Wuhl et al analyzed the data extracted from the ERA-EDTA registry on renal replacement therapy [7]. In a five year period (01/01/2007 – 31/12/2011) 7194 patients started renal replacement therapy (10.6% children). Congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract, cystinosis, primary hyperoxaluria and medullary cystic kidneys were etiologies in 46% of children. However, no patients with Fabry disease were reported. RDs, mainly of genetic origin, were more prevalent in children than in adults – 57.% versus 11.9%. With improved techniques of renal replacement therapy many children with rare inherited disease survive, but face many complications and affection of many systems and organs. Also their neurocognitive development may be seriously impaired disturbing their full social integration. Bardet Biedl syndrome, a ciliopathic disease, is an example of multisystem disorder requiring comprehensive diagnostic and management process [8]. The renal component of the disease is considered as major one, besides obesity, intellectual disability, cardiopathy, hypogonadism and retinal dystrophy. The nephrologist is involved in diagnosing the nephropathy, prevention of progression to ESRD and finally renal replacement therapy. Cardiologist and cardiac surgeon are involved in treatment of the congenital cardiopathy, ophthalmologist for retinal dystrophy, endocrinologist for hypogonadism, obesity and glucose intolerance and plastic surgeon for polydactyly. Dietician, psychologist, social worker and physiotherapist are also the important members of the team who takes care of these patients.

Therefore, rare renal diseases have strong impact on the affected persons, their families, health system and society. As already mentioned, the patient very often undergo diagnostic/treatment Odyssey/Golgotha with many invasive and painful procedures. Their parents have to devote their time to the care of the child with RD often neglecting their own career and finances. The health system is faced with great expenses for the diagnosis and the treatment with the need for engaging a team of various health professionals. In addition, orphan drugs for some rare disease may have astronomic prices.

ORPHAN DRUGS

The production of drugs for orphan disease is long and laborious process. An important strategy when developing drugs is to use small molecule drugs which can inhibit their targets. Unfortunately, majority of single gene mutations lead to loss of function which is more difficult from pharmaceutical aspect in order to create agonist/activators which can save the function of the altered protein [9]. The database of DrugBank contains a library of 1700 small molecules but only 423 are agonist/activators [10]. The diseases with adult/late onsets are advantageous for the treatment since there is enough time from diagnosis to the beginning of the treatment. Although they are RDs, their cumulative frequency makes them visible for the society and for the health policy makers trough their cumulative financial effect.
GENETIC RARE RENAL DISEASES – CHRONOLOGY

Autosomal dominant polycytic disease is an inherited, but not a rare disease. It was mapped for the first time in 1980. The genetic basis of the Alport syndrome was established in 1990, followed by nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, Liddle’s syndrome, Dent’s disease, Bartter’s and Gitelman’s syndromes, nephropathic cystinosis and others. Gene products are involved in the structure and function of various enzymes, receptors, channels, transporters resulting in abnormal kidney function and structure but also in variety of extra renal abnormalities affecting the bones, growth, hearing, sight, and neurocognitive development. The basic method for molecular analysis is Sanger sequencing, introduced by Frederik Sanger and colleagues in 1977 and which has remained a cornerstone in the next three decades. Even now, in the next generation era it is still used for small-scale projects, validation of Next-Gen results, and for obtaining especially long contiguous DNA sequence reads (> 500 nucleotides). The disadvantages are high-cost and long time of sequencing.

NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES

The twenty first century is the era of personalized genetic medicine. Due to the enormous progress in molecular genetic techniques many Mendelian diseases have been characterized on the genetic basis, giving a possibility for appropriate preventive and treatment interventions, genetic counseling and prenatal diagnosis [11]. Contemporary techniques of next-generation sequencing enabled testing of thousand genes in a timely and cost-effective manner. Genetic basis of the disease might be detected by testing the exome/genome of a single patient with well defined phenotype. The rationale strategy should be based on testing one or few genes for disease without genetic heterogeneity, panel of genes for diseases with great genetic heterogeneity, or whole exome/genome sequencing if the previous tests were negative. Herein we will present few illustrative examples from the literature which, without doubt, show the enormous clinical benefits of the next generation sequencing.

The first case is a 15-month-old baby with perianal abscess and proctitis, colorectal fistula and the clinical picture of Crohn-like disease [12]. Many surgical interventions and biologic therapy with infliximab were unsuccessful. Due to to the whole exome sequencing (WES) it was established that the patient carried mutation in x linked inhibitor of the apoptosis which is an important gene in the proinflammatory response and bacterial sensitivity through the NOD signaling pathway. Based on this finding, an allogenic hematopoetic transplantation of progenitor cells was performed and the baby achieved long and stable remission.

The next example is of a baby with clinical features of Bartter syndrome and negative genetic tests who underwent WES and was found to have a homozygous missense mutation in SLC26A3 which led to correct diagnosis provided it is congenital chloridorrhea [13].

Due to WES we established a diagnosis of Dent 1 disease in two brothers with bilateral nephrocalcinosis, 28 years after initial presentation [14].

WES established a diagnosis of the first case of urofacial syndrome in Macedonia, without any previous clinical suspicion [15].

A sixteen year old girl with incidental finding of bilateral medullary nephrocalcinosis was found to have a mutation in CYP24A gene, an important finding for further management of this girl [14].

The benefits of the new molecular genetics techniques particularly in pediatrics and rare disease are clear. But one should be aware of few things – production of many variants which cannot be interpreted in the clinical context, variants of unknown significance, reporting of incidental findings and ethical aspects.

RARE RENAL DISEASES IN MACEDONIA – CURRENT STATUS

Unfortunately there is no coordinated action between health professionals, patients and health authorities in order to analyze the situation in the country and raise the awareness for RRD. Usually it is raised at the last stage, when these patients reach and stage renal disease with the need for dialysis and transplantation. Also there is no registry for RRD. The benefit of such register is significant since it will enable creation of health
policies, providing adequate funds and improved care of these patients. The data collected within the registry will enable our scientists to analyze and exchange these data on international level. And finally the greatest benefit is for the patients – this will enable participation in the international trials. Macedonia is a country with low resources, particularly regarding supply with orphan drugs. Therefore, participants in trials which will result in effective treatments will have permanent supply of orphan drugs free of charge.

In our previous work on rare renal diseases we presented the contribution of the Macedonian health professionals to diagnosis and treatment of RRD [16]. It is still an enthusiastic work of several clinicians and scientist concentrated at the University Children’s Hospital, Nephrology Clinic and Macedonian Academy of Science and Arts. A firm international collaboration was established with Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School (Prof. Hildebrandt’s Laboratory) and Department of Nephrology-Columbia University. The research interest is focused on the genetics of congenital anomalies of the kidney and urinary tract (CAKUT), steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome, nephrolithiasis and nephrocalcinosis, cystic diseases and ciliopathies. This collaboration resulted in detection of new genes and new pathophysiological pathways, two of them published in New England Journal of Medicine [17, 18] and in other high impact Journals such as American Journal of Human Genetics, Journal of the American Society of Nephrology, Clinical Journal of American Society of Nephrology, Kidney International, Nephrology Dialysis and Transplantation. The novel genes detected in these laboratories with participation of patients from Macedonia are DSTYC, TBX18, NRIP1, SLC26A1, SLIT2, SRGAP1, ITGA8, TRAP1, FRAS1, FREM2 etc [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

Collaboration with the group from Mayo Clinic resulted in detection of the third gene for autosomal dominant polycystic kidney diseases GANAB (one among eight families comes from Macedonia) [26].

In order to attract the attention of clinicians, scientists, geneticists and other health related professionals The Macedonian Academy of Science and Arts has organized annual Conferences on Rare Disease in Southeast Europe since 2012 [27, 28, 29, 30]. Topics from the RRD were frequently included in the scientific program with eminent lecturers from Macedonia, neighboring countries and Europe. The lectures and topics were related to Renal Hypouricemia, CAKUT, Idiopathic infantile hypercalcemia, Steroid resistant nephrotic syndrome, atypical HUS etc.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION

RRD represent a great challenge for the health professionals, health authorities, families and society in general, due to their complex character and the need for comprehensive treatment.
Further efforts should be made to improve the diagnosis, primarily through education during the medical studies and later during specializations in pediatrics, internal medicine, neurology and other specialties. The best advocates for the patients’ right are their organizations. In Macedonia there is an Alliance of Patients with Rare Disease, and within this group an organization for patients with RRD should be established. The Macedonian health professionals have an adequate knowledge and equipment for diagnostics of RRD, unfortunately the lack of finances is a great obstacle for early and appropriate diagnosis. Participation in international registries, studies and trials should be encouraged; this will result in benefit for all: the patients, their families, health professionals and the society.
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Резиме

РЕТКИ БУБРЕЖНИ ЗАБОЛУВАЊА ВО МАКЕДОНИЈА – НОВИ СОЗНАНИЈА
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Ретките бубрежни заболувања (RRD) се важна категорија на ретки болести (RD), бидејќи тие можат да им направат голема штета на пациентите, на семејствата и на општеството. Пациентот може со години, дури и со декении да биде подложен на бројни испитувања, вклучувајќи и инвазивни процедури, а сепак, да нема дефинитивна и прецизна дијагноза и поради тоа да нема можност за соодветен третман. Големиот напредок во молекуларните генетски техники карактеризираше многу Менделови болести на молекуларно ниво. Ова овозможи соодветни интервенции за превенција и за третман, генетско советување и пренатална дијагноза. Овде го сумираме моменталниот статус на RRD во Македонија. Истражувачкиот интерес на македонските лекари и научници е фокусиран на генетиката на вродени аномалии на бубрежниот и на уринарниот тракт (CAKUT), нефротичен синдром отпорен на стероиди, нефролитијаза и нефрокальциноза, цистични болести и цилиопатии, во соработки со еминентни лаборатории во САД и во Европа. Оваа соработка резултираше со откривање на нови гени и патофизиолошки патишта објавени во The New England Journal of Medicine и во други списанија со висок ефект. Македонските здравствени работници имаат знаење и опрема за дијагностичирање на RRD. За жал, недостигот на финансиски средства го голема пречка за рана и соодветна дијагноза. Треба да се поттикне учество во меѓународните регистри, студии и испитувања. Ова ќе резултира со значителна корист за пациентите, здравствените работници и за науката.
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